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A. Base.
B. Stage.
C. Tube.
D. Revolving Nosepiece or Turret.
E. Arm.
F. Coarse focus.
G. Fine focus.
H. Mechanical stage.
I. Eyepiece Lens.
J. Objective Lenses.
K. Condenser Lens.
L. Light source.

Picture 1.

Optical binocular microscope
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1.1 Didactic
•
•
•
•

Handling materials and basic laboratory equipment.
Managing textile laboratory waste.
Handling the optical microscope.
Obtaining digital images by means of microscopic
techniques.

2 Theoretical introduction
A correct understanding and interpretation of the
characteristics, possibilities and applications that can be
expected of the fabrics and threads employed to stamp
the textile designs, depends directly on the physical and
chemical properties of the constituent elements of the said
fabrics, the fibres.
Fibres, in general, and in particular those employed in textile
clothing, present very reduced sizes, being an essential
characteristic for them to be considered as such, presenting
a high length / diameter relationship.
The characteristics of the fibres depend sometimes on the
external morphology, apart from a series of characteristics
as chemicals composition, cristaline structure, etc. being
its reduced size a difficulty when observing them to the
detail.
In the context of a detailed observation of the morphology
of the fibres several tools are employed, such as the
microscope. A correct handling of the microscope will be
necessary to obtain an appropriate observation of those
elements that are to be studied.
The essential parts that compose an optical microscope
(see figure 1) are:
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1 Objectives
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Mechanical part:
a)

Base: used as a base to the microscope and it contains the light source.

Optical part:
i)

Eyepiece Lenses: they are the systems of lenses closer to the eye of the observer, situated in the higher
part of the microscope. They are hollow cylindres
provided of convergent lenses whose magnification
can be identified in the higher part of the said cylindres (10X in the microscopes that will be used in
this practice).

j)

Objective Lenses: they are systems of convergent
lenses that are attached to the lower part of the
tube, by means of the revolving nosepiece. In this
structure can be attached several objective lenses
(arranged in a growing way according to their magnifications, clockwise). A coloured ring is distinctive
of the magnification of each objective lens, that are
also identified in its side.

k)

Condenser Lens: system of convergent lenses that
captures the light and concentrates it over the
preparation, providing more or less contrast. It is
regulated in height by means of a screw (letter J of
the figure).

l)

Light source: in the microscopes to be used, the
illumination device is formed by a led lamp of low
voltage (12V) situated in the base of the microscope.

b) Stage: surface on which the preparations are placed. In
the centre there is a hole that allows the light through.
Over the stage there is a clips system, to hold the glass
slide with the preparation, and some scales.
c) Tube : hollow cylinder that forms the body of the microscope. It constitutes the support of lenses and objectives.
d)

Revolving Nosepiece or Turret : Revolving structure
that holds the objectives.

e) Arm: it joints the tube to the stage. The part by which
the microscope should be held for its transportation .
f)

Coarse focus: used to obtain a first focus of the sample when using the lower magnification lens. It noticeably moves the stage vertically.

g)

Fine focus: used for a precise focus of the sample,
once the coarse focus has been used. It also moves
the stage vertically, but unnoticeably.
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h)

Mechanical stage: they move the stage with the
preparation , longitudinally and transversally.
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3 Materials, equipments and working tools

1 fibre, for example, human hair.
1 drop of Canada balm.
5 ml of distilled water.
2 ml of neutral soap.
1 ml of propanone (Acetone).
1 drop of immersion oil.

Picture 2.

Glass slide and cover slip

•
•

1 EPI (coat, safety goggles, latex gloves).
1 Optical microscope (40X -100X – 400X - 1000X)
magnifications.
1 Digital camera with adaptor for the eyepiece lens of
the microscope.
1 Washing bottle.
1 Steel clip.

•
•

Glass material:
1 glass slide.
1 cover slip.

•

Picture 3.

Steel clips.
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•
•

3.1 Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.2 Equipments and working tools.
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II. Drying thoroughly the glass slide and cover slip
with blotting paper, trying not to touch its surfaces, the fingerprints distort the images, holding them by the edges.
III. Applying over the centre of one of the sides of
the cover slip a drop of the Canada balm using
the application wand and with the help of clips
taking an individual sample, hair, and placing it
in contact with the drop of Canada balm, thus
being held.

Picture 4.

Assembly of the cover slip over the glass slide.

4 Experimental procedure
Students number: 1
Time: 4 hours.
The experimental development of the practice consists of the
following steps:
a) Preparation of the samples, fibres for example human hair, for the microscope and its handling.
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I. Taking a cover slip and a glass slide and cleaning them with soapy water, rinse them with distilled water and applying some drops of acetone
accelerate its drying.

IV. Holding by the edges, to avoid fingerprints, the
glass slide and taking it over the cover slip causing that the cover slip touches the drop of Canada
balm, placing it from a position of 45º with respect
of the glass slide until position it stuck to the glass
slide with the purpose of avoiding to the maximum
the forming of bubbles (see figure 4).
V. Identifying the sample marking on the cover slip
the assigned reference.M-1, M-2,…
VI. Using the coarse focus moving the stage completely upside down.
VII. Opening the clips of the microscope and placing
the sample in the stage, laying the preparation
over the glass slide, with the cover slip upwards,
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observed image; in this moment use the fine focus to keep getting closer the preparation to the
objective lens, until observing clearly the preparation, fibre. The image will be observed to 40
magnifications, as the eyepiece lenses magnify
10X and the objective lens 4X as a result of multiplying both factors the magnification obtained
will be 40X.

Microscope with preparation in the stage.

closing the clips, thus the preparation will be
fixed to the stage, (see figure 5).
VIII. Connecting the switch of the light source of
the microscope and with the mechanical stage
place the sample right in the centre of the illuminated area, that corresponds with the area of
observation of the microscope.
IX. Situate the objective lens of low magnification
4X and looping through the eyepiece lens, with
the coarse focus, get the stage closer to the objective lens until observing some change in the

XI. Turning the revolving nosepiece glass slide until the next objective lens is situated 10X in use
position and observing the preparation again,
magnifications 10X eyepiece lens x 10X objective lens total magnifications obtained 100X.
XII. Adjusting the conditions of intensity of illumination by means of the diaphragm and the
intensity regulator, because as the magnification obtained by the objective lense increases,
its opening is lower and so the need for illumination is higher.
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Picture 5.

X. Adjusting the image by means of the fine focus
for its correct focus and moving the preparation
by means of the mechanical stage until observing the area of the preparation required, situating this right in the centre of the vision area, tip
of the needle visible through the eyepiece lens,
figure 6.
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XIII. Adjusting by means of the fine focus the image
for its correct focus and moving the preparation
by means of the mechanical stage until observing the area of the preparation required, situating it right in the centre of the field of view, tip of
the needle visible.
XIV. Turning the revolving nosepiece until the next
objective lens 40X is situated in use position
and observing the preparation again, magnifications 10X ocular x 40X objective lens total
magnification obtained 400X.
XV. Repeating the previous actions of positioning and of light intensity regulation until obtaining a sharp and centered image.
XVI. Turning the revolving nosepiece until a
middle position and situating right in the
centre of the preparation a drop of immersion oil, finishing the turning of the
revolving nosepiece until the next objective lense x 100 is situated in use position.
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The drop must touch the edge of the objective lens and observing again the preparation, magnifications 10X eyepiece lens
x 100X objective lens total magnifications
obtained 1000X.

Picture 6.

Needle for centering seen through the eyepiece lens.

XVII. Repeating the previous actions of positioning
and of light intensity regulation until obtaining
a sharp and centered image.
XVIII. Turning down stage by means of the coarse focus until the initial position, downwards to the
maximum, removing the preparation and with a
clean cloth cleaning the objective lens of 100X.
XIX. Turning the microscope off.
XX. Cleaning the glass slide and cover slip as stated
before.
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Obtaining of microphotographs.
I. Procede initially in the same way as aforesaid,
until obtaining a sharp image of the sample to
40 magnifications.
II. Removing the eyepiece lens of the microscope
and place it in a safe place, it is important not
to touch the lenses with the fingers as they may
get stained and spoil vision.
III. Placing the digital eyepiece lens of the camera
in the eyepiece lense of the microscope gap, do
not force the entrance, it must enter softly.
Picture 7.

IV. Connecting the cable USB of the eyepiece lens
to the computer and start the programme. The
assembly will remain as seen in figure7.
V. The image of the preparation situated on the
microscope will be observed in the computer
screen and it will be focused in the same way
to the one described before with the fine focus.
VI. The taking of the images will be done by pressing on the camera icon.
VII. The images will be kept with the following identification, in an individual folder of each stu-

Assembly of microscope with digital eyepiece lens connected.

dent: M-1, identification of the preparation, 40X
magnifications to which the image has been
obtained, remaining in the following way: M-1
X40.
VIII. The same will be done to obtain images to more
magnifications.
IX. Once the taking of samples is finished, the programme should be closed, the USB cable disconnected and the digital eyepiece lense removed from the microscope replacing it by the
optical eyepiece lense.
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b)
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X. Turning down stage by means of the coarse focus until the initial position, downwards to the
maximum, removing the preparation and with a
clean cloth , cleaning the objective lens of 100X.
XI. Turning the microscope off.

5 Safety and work specific norms
5.1 Safety and handling of equipments
•

Before using any product, we must observe the safety pictograms of the label, in order to take the appropriate precautionary measures.

•

The liquid reagents must not be taken directly from
their containers, the aproximate amount needed will
be poured in a clean and dry beaker, to take the exact
amount needed from it.

•

In the laboratory there exist containers properly labelled where, if needed, the generated waste will be
introduced.

•

Do not carry glass material or products in the laboratory coat pockets.

•

Make sure that appliances,water and gas are disconnected when at the end.

•

When finishing a task, clear out materials, reagents
and equipments.

•

In the laboratory there exist containers properly labelled
where, if needed, the generated waste will be introduced.
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XII. Cleaning the glass slide and cover slip as stated
before.
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6 Instructions to elaborate the memory

5.2 Waste management
This practice does not generate hardly any type of waste, we
could only have some remains of broken glass, cover slip and
glass slide.
Yellow
container

Green container

Not applicable

Remains of
broken glass:
- cover slip
- glass slide

Paper and
cardboard

Not applicable

Glass

Plastics

group I

group II

Index

c)

Registration of results
I. Show the obtained images properly referenced.

Not applicable

II. Point out the necessary adjustments that have
been realized according to the degree of amplification, as the existence of foreign bodies in the
preparation, dirt, bubbles etc.

Not applicable

Non halogenated solvents

d)

group III

Chemical waste

Mixed waste

b)

Not applicable

Halogenated solvents

Not applicable

Watery Solutions

group IV

Not applicable

Acids

group V

group VI

Not applicable

Solids

group VII

III. Indicate the differential features that could be
observed with the increase of magnifications of
the images obtained.

Not applicable

Special

Interpretation of results
I. Highlight the important points for obtaining an
adequate vision of the sample, pointing out upon
which parametre of the image they affect.
II. Indicate the foreign elements observed in the image
and what causes them, pointing them out on the images obtained, as well as indicate how to avoid them.

Not applicable

Oils

Dyes

General
container

Not applicable

Table 1. Waste management

e)

Bibliography and resources.
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urban waste

Blue container

The memory will contain the following:
a) Front page
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7 Complementary documentation
7.1 Bibliography
CAMPOS, M. Luz.Apuntes de microscopía: conceptos
básicos en microscopía, manejo y mantenimiento de microscopios. Universidad Miguel Hernández de Elche, 2002.
ISBN: 849589338X, 9788495893383
Safety sheets:
• Safety sheet of Canada Balm.
• Safety sheet of acetone.
7.2 Related practices
•

Identification of fibres for microscopy.
7.3 Multimedia resources

Videos of the practice:
Optical microscopic sample preparation.
Employment of the optical microscope of refraction.
Employment of camera for microscopy.
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Available in:
1 http:// www.laboratoriodemoda.com
2 http:// fashionlaboratory.org
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